FIGURE 1. Vestibular noncarious cervical lesions in the
cementoenamel junction regions of teeth #11 to #13.
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NONCARIOUS
CERVICAL LESIONS
And the Abfractive Process
aries lesions are the most common cause of enamel and dentin breakdown, and are
promoted as bacterial in origin. However, not all breakdowns primarily involve
bacteria.1 One condition that is not a result of bacterial manifestation is what has
commonly been termed noncarious cervical lesions, frequently referred to as abfractions.2
Characterized by a loss of hard dental tissue, these lesions (Figure 1) are most commonly found
near the cementoenamel junction (CEJ). Notably, noncarious cervical lesions have defined internal
and external angles. They most often occur on the facial surfaces of the teeth and are typically
wedge- or V-shaped (Figure 2 and Figure 3).3 This article explores historic and current thoughts
regarding noncarious cervical lesion etiologies, explains abfraction, presents modern bio-dental
engineering terms, and offers treatment recommendations based on the existing evidence.
The term abfraction means to “break away” and is a manifestation of the
flexion mechanism from stress. Contemporary understanding is the etiology of
abfractive lesions — a form of noncarious cervical lesions — is due to occlusalload forces.2 Current conceptual understanding continues to investigate the etiology, however. Research indicates the cause of noncarious cervical lesions is not
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occlusal factors alone, but, rather, multifactorial — especially
involving biocorrosion in combination with cervical stress
stemming from hyperfunctional or parafunctional occlusal
forces. Biocorrosion has been defined as endogenous or
exogenous chemical, biochemical or electrochemical effects
to teeth, as well as agents producing proteolysis.4 This article
highlights various considerations for the causes of abfractions
and noncarious cervical lesions. It also addresses the reasons
that restoration of these lesions should be carefully considered before providing treatment of any kind.4
These presentations are not uncommon in clinical practice. Research
shows that of more than 1300 subjects, 63% was diagnosed with noncarious
cervical lesions. The proportion of subjects (or teeth) with lesions increased
dramatically with advanced age. Premolars were the most commonly affected
in earlier years, but lesions were not limited to these teeth.5,6
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THE USE OF CORRECT BIO-DENTAL ENGINEERING TERMS CAN
HELP EXPLAIN THE CAUSE-AND-EFFECT RELATIONSHIPS FOR
NONCARIOUS CERVICAL LESIONS AND ABFRACTIONS

away from the tooth at the CEJ, in combination with
the mechanism defined as biocorrosion (which
replaces the dental term erosion).11 After considerable
effort to demonstrate these occlusal forces are a cause
of noncarious cervical lesions, the etiology remained
poorly understood and controversial.12–14
Grippo2 coined the term abfraction in 1991. Clinical investigations confirming a positive association
between excessive occlusal loading and abfractive
lesions approach this topic differently. In 1977,
FIGURE 2. An isolated, wedge-shaped noncarious
FIGURE 3. A noncarious cervical lesion exists in the
cervical lesion located on the buccal surface of tooth
cementoenamel junction region of tooth #14 without
Xhonga15 reported a relationship between the extent
#21. Note the light disclosing solution evidence of
clinical evidence of biocorrosion or abrasion more apical to
of occlusal wear, bruxism, and the presence of what
biofilm evident on the mesial interproximal surface.
the lesion. Note the minor-to-moderate localized gingival
recession. The effects of stress concentration (due to
later would be termed abfractions. Coleman et al16,17
chronic occlusal loading factors) seem responsible for
found a high degree of association between cervical
precipitating this type of wedge-shaped lesion.
MULTIFACTORIAL ETIOLOGY
dentin hypersensitivity (CDH) and abfractions by locaThe concepts of abfraction, abrasion and biocorrosion are not well undertion and distribution. Although the authors did not so state in their 2000 and
stood by the dental profession. For example, in the defining abfraction, some
2003 publications, occlusal therapy resolved CDH for noncarious cervical
textbooks state it is a discrete clinical entity, although there is general agreelesions produced by stress, not necessarily the more recently specified desigment that the etiology is multifactorial.5,7 For this article, Summitt’s Fundanation of abfractions.16,17 Sawlani et al18 used more modern terminology in
mentals of Operative Dentistry will be used to define various terms, but some
their investigation, and reported that heavy occlusal forces played a significant
role in the development of noncarious cervical lesions. They also dismissed
may come from the publications of Grippo or Grippo and colleagues. Abraabrasion as a less-than-major factor in their development.
sion is a mechanical process that involves wearing away of a substance or
Today, the term biocorrosion better defines the chemical, biochemical and
structure through friction. Examples of friction are dental abrasion owing to
electrochemical mechanism of noncarious cervical lesions; it replaces former
aggressive toothbrushing or occlusal surface wear due to attrition. Biocorroterms corrosion, erosion and others relating to hard tissue degradation. Biosion includes the progressive loss of tooth structure through chemical
corrosion encompasses endogenous and exogenous acidic and proteolytic
processes that could also involve bacterial action. Abfraction is thought to be
chemical degradation of enamel and dentin, as well as the piezoelectric eleca noncarious cervical lesion caused by occlusally produced tooth flexure.4
trochemical action on the collagen of dentin. Aaron12 proposed it is incorrect
In 1907, Miller8 discussed the origin of what we now refer to as noncarious
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to designate only one mechanism to be the cause of these lesions. Figure 4
shows the schema of pathodynamic mechanisms of tooth surface loss introduced by Grippo et al19 as an amended version of its initial appearance in an
earlier publication. Figure 4 illustrates the complex cofactorial nature of biodental engineering mechanisms of stress, biocorrosion and friction, as they
apply to dental hard tissue degradation. It is frequently difficult to identify any
of these three mechanisms as the major etiologic cofactor in noncarious cervical lesion formation or progression.

CASE REPORT
A 62-year-old male presented to the University of Arkansas, Fort Smith Dental
Hygiene School for evaluation and routine oral hygiene treatment. He reported
an esthetic concern for the upper right first premolar (Figure 5A). This buccal
noncarious cervical lesion on tooth #5, as well as the wear pattern on the lingual
surface of what appeared as an adjacent deciduous cuspid, prompted a thorough dental history, clinical evaluation and radiographic analysis.
There was no evidence of prior restorative treatment for tooth #5.
Although not shown in the Figure 5 series, a panorex film disclosed a high
horizontal impaction of tooth #6. An abfraction was found on the contralateral
buccal aspect of tooth #21 (Figure 5B). No other noncarious cervical lesions
existed for this patient. Figure 5C shows partial maximal intercuspal position
closure, whereas Figure 5D illustrates more complete interarch tooth contacts.
Upon report by the patient, no evidence of bruxing was active. Clinical interpretation did not uncover evidence of either endogenous or exogenous excessive biocorrosion or pathology by friction related to toothbrush/dentifrice
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FIGURE 2 AND FIGURE 3: STEPHEN A. RAPPEPORT, DDS, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, FORT SMITH

cervical lesions. He studied experiments and observations on the wear of teeth
described as abrasion, chemical abrasion, chemical denudation, erosion and
others. It was not until the late 1970s the concept evolved that occlusal loading could cause stress at the CEJ, resulting in loss of tooth structure. Subsequently, Rees9 used an in vitro computer model termed finite element analysis
to make a case that excessive occlusal stresses at the CEJ existed.9 The data
from this study, as well as research from Sarode and Sarode,10 indicate it was
produced by occlusal forces, but could not show that it caused noncarious
cervical lesions. The primary etiology of these lesions is considered to be
occlusal forces causing tooth crowns to flex, shearing the enamel and dentin

FIGURE 4 REPUBLISHED WITH PERMISSION: GRIPPO JO, COLEMAN TA, MESSINA AM, OH DS. A LITERATURE REVIEW AND
HYPOTHESIS FOR THE ETIOLOGIES OF CERVICAL AND ROOT CARIES. J ESTHET RESTOR DENT. 2018;30:187–192.
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FIGURE 4. The Grippo and Oh schema illustrates the
b. Proteases (pepsin and trypsln)
three bio-dental engineering mechanisms of stress,
c. MMPs – collagenases and
biocorrosion and friction, as they can contribute to
gelatinases from saliva
cervical dentin hypersensitivity, noncarious cervical
and crevicular fluids
lesions, cervical caries and root caries. The cofactorial
4. Electrochemical
nature of these mechanisms is likely to play a role in
(piezoelectric effect on dentin)

the genesis and progression of these pathologies.
abrasion. The passive supereruption of tooth # 5 and lack of a rapid cuspidrise for the right lateral excursion seemed likely responsible for development
of noncarious cervical lesions for teeth #5 and #21.
Summarily, this patient was referred to a general dentist for diagnosis and
treatment. Familiarity with the Grippo and Oh Venn schema (Figure 4) is
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deemed useful for clinical interpretation of causative factors for noncarious
cervical lesions.

ANCIENT VERSUS MODERN ENVIRONMENTS
In an effort to evaluate occlusal forces as a cause, a thesis by Aaron12 on noncarious cervical lesions revealed that when comparing occlusal wear to the
number of abfractions in a study of modern versus ancient human skulls, the
ancient skulls had no noncarious cervical lesions. The reason ancient skulls
were evaluated was to rule out the presence of a toothbrush abrasion cofactor. The use of toothbrushes by modern humans and chewsticks in ancient
humans could not explain why ancient skulls had no such lesions.12 Based on
this finding, oral hygiene technique, type of toothbrush, and abrasive index
of dentifrices have been evaluated (and modified when needed) before
lesions are treated. In addition, medication use or behavioral activities that
produce xerostomia20,21 strongly influence biocorrosive actions on teeth (Figure 6). The 74-year-old male in Figure 6 was mainly affected by stress and
biocorrosion conditions; it is unlikely friction from a toothbrush or dentifrice
acted as a major factor for his noncarious cervical lesions.4,22,23 However, the
lifespan of ancient populations was shorter than modern individuals and current diets have much greater content of exogenous biocorrosive agents.24
Careful diagnosis is the key to understanding noncarious cervical lesions
and it begins with a thorough medical history. Since abrasion and, specifically,
biocorrosion may be part of the multifactorial cause of these lesions, gastrointestinal reflux conditions, eating disorders, regurgitation, and diets containing
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or improper brushing technique may very well be a contributing cofactor in hard tissue loss. Yet presumption
that oral hygiene and dentifrice are strongly related to
the etiological presence of noncarious cervical lesions is
lacking adequate foundation.23 Toothbrushing in the
presence of acid can contribute to a more rapid development of these lesions. The most noted etiologic factors are acidic biocorrosion and stress conditions.
Preventive measures to reduce acid challenges on the
teeth are essential to managing these patients.30 Occlusal
parafunction is a possible involvement, as are oral
habits.31 As more evidence comes to light, a multifactorial etiology becomes more and more complex.

B

OCCLUSAL CONSIDERATIONS

agents that contribute to endogenous biocorrosion.26
Modern lifestyle may also contribute to lesion formation. Diets high in acids
or sweeteners can cause hypomineralization and lead to exogenous biocorrosive effects on the enamel, thereby causing white opacities in otherwise clear
enamel. Research strongly implicates biocorrosive effects, as well as occlusal
forces (such as bruxism or other forms of parafunction), in the formation of
noncarious cervical lesions.5,27 Not all individuals who clench or brux develop
lesions, however. When an attempt was made to associate bruxing with noncarious cervical lesions, it was concluded that dentin demineralization promotes
lesion formation from an early stage. Although occlusal stress is an etiologic
factor that contributes to the initiation and progression of lesions, biocorrosive
cofactors cannot be controlled or removed in vivo. As noted earlier, the role of
biocorrosion appears to be part of the multifactorial event that may not necessarily follow the classic stress-related abfractive process. Because noncarious
cervical lesion formation cannot exist without biocorrosive influences, the effectiveness of occlusal adjustment alone as a preventive modality is not supported
by current evidence.28
In a study of precontemporary
Australian aborigines, a high prevalence of occlusal wear faceting was
found. Given the presence of heavy
occlusal loading in these individuals, one might expect to discover
abfractions, yet no lesions were
found. To what extent diet played
in their occlusal wear was not
determined.29
Abrasion from toothbrush use
and cleaning habits must also be considered.20 Overzealous toothbrushing
14
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A comprehensive treatment plan for noncarious cervical lesions in the
esthetic zone should consider consultation with a periodontist to discuss the
need for soft tissue grafting or coronally positioned flaps. In line with referral,
the dentist should consider the type of restorative materials available to determine if they are tissue biocompatible. This is important because the periodontist will ultimately be covering the restorations with gingival soft tissue. In the
case of caries, the use of restorations should be straightforward to avoid noncompatible materials. Based on abfractive consequences for an etiology of
noncarious cervical lesions, restoration of these lesions has typically been with
tooth-colored materials and nonobjectively measured occlusal adjustment.
These lesions have undergone vigorous in vivo and in vitro research in an
attempt to identify the most successful biocompatible restoration protocol.34,35
If all of the etiologic factors are not identified or considered when deciding
how best to treat noncarious cervical lesions, continued progression will occur
and the restorations will fail prematurely.36 Since there is no clinical evidence
that restorative treatment alone is effective in impeding further development
of lesions, restorations alone cannot be used as a preventive
measure to stop their progression.

TREATMENT SUGGESTIONS

FIGURE 6. This 74-year-old male patient reported a history of
gastrointestinal concerns. He was taking systemic medications,
resulting in xerostomia. The combined effect of reduced salivary
volume and buffering capability, plus an acidic diet, contributed
to noncarious cervical lesions. In addition, cervical stress
conditions related to deglutition and mastication, if not
parafunction, likely contributed to lesion progression.
• November 2018

Allen and Winter37 and then Nascimento et al25 reiterated that
restorative treatment of abfractive lesions (i.e., noncarious cervical lesions) should only be considered when one or more of
the following conditions are present:
• Active, cavitated caries lesions in association with abfractive lesions; caries risk assessment must be conducted
• Cervical margins or all lesion margins are located subgingivally and preclude plaque control
• Extensive tooth structure loss or the defect is in close
proximity to the pulp
DecisionsInDentistry.com

FIGURE 5 AND FIGURE 6: STEPHEN A. RAPPEPORT, DDS, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, FORT SMITH

If there are occlusal considerations, clinicians should discuss splint therapy, bite guards, or determine force and
C
D
timing values with their patients.32 An objective digital
FIGURES 5A through 5D. This 62-year-old male without a history of restorations or cervical dentinal
occlusal analysis alteration with the T-scan system to prohypersensitivity on the affected tooth presented with a severe noncarious cervical lesion on the buccal aspect of
duce immediate complete anterior guidance developtooth #5 (A). Contralateral buccal aspect of tooth #21 illustrating a noncarious cervical lesion (B). Near
maximum intercuspal position in this patient (C). Maximum intercuspation (D).
ment can be a useful methodology for producing
objective physiologic force contacts and timing values of teeth, especially during
acidic foods must be evaluated.25 Although bulimia mainly effects the lingual
horizontal movements of the mandible.32,33
surfaces of teeth, it also provides many of the essential acids and proteolytic

• Persistent CDH or dentinal hypersensitivity
• When the tooth will be acting as a prosthetic abutment
• Esthetic requirements at the patient’s request
Both studies support an interdisciplinary approach whenever gingival recession is involved. A bottom-line approach was to attempt to achieve maximum
esthetics, tooth form and function for vital pulp conditions.
Nearly all of the research on the relationship of occlusal forces (e.g., bruxing) to cervical lesions shows that teeth do indeed flex in the cervical region
under excessive force loads, but no studies seem to cite actual damage
caused by this deformation without an abrasive or biocorrosive component
applied as well. Nevertheless, the abfractive consequences argument asserts
that bruxing forces alone can cause the loss of cervical hard tissue of tooth
structure. It is postulated that abfraction is responsible for chronic sensitivity
of teeth to cold foods and liquids. This biomechanical theory implies that
noncarious cervical lesions would tend to prematurely degrade after restoration, or result in additional occlusal disease due to constant deformation
caused by occlusal parafunction or biocorrosion.5,16
Challenges in restoring noncarious cervical lesions include difficulties in
obtaining moisture control, gaining access to subgingival margins, and high
failure rates. Rubber dam clamps, gingival retraction cord and periodontal surgery are methods that can be used to control gingival tissue moisture and facilitate access. Other reasons for restoration failure include lack of retention,
secondary caries, and marginal defects at the time of initial placement. Potential
negative consequences include discoloration and prolonged tooth sensitivity.
There is also considerable evidence that amalgam and gold have little use in the modern-day restoration of noncarious cervical lesions. Clinical studies have shown that restoration of abfractive lesions has a high

percentage of failure in the cervical margin region. Glass ionomer
cement (GIC), resin-modified glass ionomer (RMGI), GIC/RMGI
liner/base laminated with a resin composite, and resin composites in
combination with a dentin bonding agent are all possible restorative
options. A restorative material such as a self-adhering resin ionomer can
be ideal for restoring lesions because of its high tissue compatibility. It
must be noted that microfilled composites demonstrate greater elasticity than hybrid composites that can allow comparable flexure to dentin
or enamel under applied stress from abfraction.

SUMMARY
In conclusion, inasmuch as the treatment of periodontal disease often
requires a multifaceted approach, current evidence supports a multifactorial
etiologic determination for these lesions. An understanding that abfractive
effects to hard tissue from stress is only one factor in the development of
lesions is crucial. The etiology of noncarious cervical lesions often remains
misunderstood, and more research is needed to fully understand this fascinating and frequently encountered condition.
Anthropological, epidemiological, theoretical, experimental and clinical
studies suggest noncarious cervical lesions should not be considered a manifestation of stress alone, but, rather, result from a combination of mechanisms. If occlusal forces are considered to be a dominant factor in the
etiology, occlusal diagnosis and modification should be considered.38 Dentists should turn to the scientific evidence to determine the best options for
treatment and arresting further progression. All evidence points to a multifactorial etiology, with emphasis related just not to occlusal factors, but also
the effects of biocorrosion and friction.5,23 D
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